A Second Chance To Get The Job

"My dream job is to one day be a franchisee! And Share my country's rich culture with others." — Slather, Nicaragua

In May, Slather (previously known) went to work for a call center in Managua, Nicaragua. But the interview was difficult, and he did not get the job.

Disappointed, yet determined to find work in a call center, Slather joined MPI's English and Vocational Training pilot program. He also became one of our dedicated English students developing his language skills.

In June, Slather passed the interview test with flying colors. He received offers from three call centers and is now working for a business services company. We are so proud of Slather and all of his hard work!

In the community, many students shared their support for Slather. Being a woman in the call centers is difficult, and Slather needed to be patient, persistent, and kind.

In total, the community gathered more than $1,500 to support MPI's free training programs and expand programming to the beginning of their action-packed year. We are amazed by the generosity of this low-income community and we are welcoming session two interns and all of the great work they will do.

You can help equip job seekers like Slather for life-changing employment.
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A group of nine: American Studies students from USC. They are providing education for the American Studies students from USC. They are pursuing leadership and management positions in the United States.
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Reaching Single Moms with Entrepreneurship Training

Parricidal Infections Treated in Villa Guadalupe

In addition, they celebrated Nicaraguan practices and led earth-themed activities.

Summer Interns Arrive On Site Ready to Serve
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Do you know a recent college grad with an adventurous streak? Please tell them about the Program Director position with MPI. Visit the website or email Haleigh for more information.